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Before installation

Installation

Installation instruction:

SPC click floors

Cut the plank or tile with a knife by first cutting twice along the set square or swing hook and then breaking 

off. The remaining piece can be used as a start for the next row. Make sure that the remaining pieces that 

are used are at least 30 cm long. Also make sure that the top end connections between the rows are at least 

20 cm apart. The floorboards are clicked together at an angle of approximately 30 degrees.

Lay the entire floor and ensure that any profiles are also directly incorporated into the floor.
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Always apply the applicable national or regional standards for laying the floors.

Leave the floor in the room where will be installed for at least 48 hours, flat, in order to

acclimatize. This room should have a temperature between 15 and 25 degrees.

Floor heating, if present and not new installed, must be turned off at least 2 days before the start of the 

installation (see the underfloor heating protocol). Check the pieces for errors and defects before starting 

installation. Complaints afterwards are not possible, even for errors that are supposed to be visible in 

advance.

At the end the mouldings and skirtings can be installed and sealed.

Try with a piece of SPC floor, with or without underlay, whether the doors are still easy to open. If this is not 

the case, you must shorten the doors at the bottom until there is a gap of at least 3-5 mm.

SPC click planks or tiles have an integrated underlay and can be placed directly on the existing subfloor.

The surface must be levelled, maximum height differences of 3 mm per linear 

meter. For an SPC with click connection in the first row in the room, start with 

the tongue (see picture) towards the wall. Put the first row like this. Click the 

parts together, with a 2G click system (the Sense F and G series), first on the top 

end side at an angle of about 30 degrees, afterwards on the long side. Not the 

other way around and don't connect the pieces horizontally by a hammer! After 

clicking in, gently pat each part to make sure that the parts are snapped 

together. Keep an expansion space of 4 mm free all around (at a maximum of 

10x10 meters), including radiators, etc. .. Floor tiles with a 5G drop down on the 

top end side (Sense W series) work differently. First click the long side together, 

then gently hammer the top end side together from above.

Use the cut part of the last floor board in the row as a start on the next row. Make sure that the top end 

connections lay at least 20-30 cm apart. This gives a better picture and often also prevents stepped motifs in 

the floor.

Clean the floor after installation. Then, if desired, the expansion gabs at the walls and others obstacles are 

sealed. When using the PVC floor in a damp or wet room, such as a toilet or bathroom, all gabs must always 

be sealed.


